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the universal soul, whose self is composed of the sutras*
and locate the god Hari in the cloth of the banner (41). The
energies of the god Hari which are named Bald and Abalit
and which have become jointly manifest in the form of a
banner, should be contemplated, and invoked arid worshipped
in the sacrificial shed, and the Homa ceremony should he
subsequently performed uuto them in the sacrificial fire
receptacle (43).
A golden cone (Kalaska) together with the fine jems en-
joined to be buried on such occasions in the Shastras,
should be placed over the conical ornament at -the top of
the temple and a Chakra of gold should be placed underneath
the same accompanied by the mantra known as the Chakra
mantra (43). The Chakra should be washed with mercury
and covered over with the Natrapatta (eye*cover) and should
be thereafter fixed to its place, the divine manifestation
of Nrisinha having been mentally located at its centre (44).
Then the Jajaman (person at whose instance the temple or
the image is consecrated) accompanied by hrs friends and
relations, should invoke and worship the God Hari, by uttering
the mantra Orn, Ksoum, Nrisinhaya namas, and hold the ban-
ner in his hand (45). He should dip the tip of the banner into
a vessel full of cur'd* and worship it with the mantra which
begins with the word Dhru and ends with the term Put (46),
After that the Jajamait should reverentially walk round
the temple or the edifice contemplating the god Narayana,
and carrying on his head the curd-pot stated above, in the
midst of the peals of trumpet and the auspicious notes of
the sacred music (47). Then the banner with the rod should
be planted and hoisted up unfurled, and the priest who is well
* Tbe aphorsims of the different schools of Sanskrit Philosophy,—
and a particular class of mantras are called " suiras".

